Lunch Meeting Set For July 8 at Eisenhower

What better name for a busy public golf course than “Eisenhower”? The soldier-president did so much to make golf popular during its growth period in the 1950’s and 1960’s, and the course named for him was built in 1966 to Eddie Ault’s design in Anne Arundel County, Maryland. Eisenhower will be the scene of the July 8 MAAGCS meeting, which will be one of our infrequent lunch meetings, starting at 11 a.m. Since no dinner is involved, reservations are unnecessary, but the pro shop must be called (301-849-8221) for starting times, which begin at 1 p.m. Golf activities will feature the third round of the match play championship and open play for all others.

Superintendent Lou Rudinski, our host on July 8, has been at Eisenhower since 1977. He describes his course as a combination of wooded and open, over rolling land, with water hazards on the first four holes. Additional water will be provided by the installation of 7 to 8 acres of wetland by the State of Maryland, which should increase the challenge of the course by 1987.

Eisenhower, which absorbs up to 45,000 rounds of golf per year, is maintained by Lou, two full-time staff, three seasonal, and three summer employees (plus a trainee slot, yet to be filled). The Penncross greens are cut four times a week to 3/16", the mixed poa, rye, and
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President’s Message

I have put off writing this month’s President’s Message just as the weather has put off providing us with the much-needed rain we have all been waiting for. Maybe by the time this newsletter reaches you, it will have rained on our golf courses; so far this year, we’re way behind.

Just because summer is here, I hope it won’t serve as an excuse for you to miss any of our meetings. I want to thank Don Rozinak for his hospitality at the Country Club of Swan Creek in June. Remember, the July meeting at Eisenhower Golf Course will be a luncheon and not a dinner meeting and that you should call the course for starting times for golf. If just coming for the lunch and meeting, please reserve by calling our office number 964-0070 (call collect if outside the area).

Don’t forget to plan now to attend the annual August picnic, which will be at Hobbits Glen this year; it’s shaping up as one of the best picnics ever.

Jerry Gerard, President

Regan Lengthens His ’86 Match Play Lead

Good rounds at Swan Creek enabled Tom Regan to stretch his Match Play Championship lead and Nick Vance to move up to a close second. His 74 on June 10 upped Tom’s point total to 18½, while Nick’s 71 jumped him to 16 points from his previous 6. In third place with 12½ points is Tom Walsh, a whisker ahead of Ken Ingram and Grant Pensinger, each with 12. Virgil Robinson dropped from second to fifth with a 9 point total.
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Are We Superintendents Masochists?

by George Renault
Superintendent, Chevy Chase Club

“Masochist” is a term often applied to superintendents, not without some validity. Sure, we talk business at meetings. That’s to be expected. We also spend more time on the job than many other professionals, with the exception perhaps of obstetricians. That’s also expected, given Mother Nature’s usual cooperation—nil.

But have you ever listened to the conversation at our purely social gatherings? Oh, yes, we talk about the family and hobbies, but sooner or later (typically, sooner) the talk comes back to business. We play golf for fun, but it’s too close to business to really be an outlet for the pressure.

Those of us who are not masochistic by nature become masochistic by design. Having to contend with Mother Nature and an infinite variety of members’ temperaments is not exactly conducive to personal security. And so, we live life in the fast lane, juggling our personal lives and the demands of the job, while the stress builds up. The longer we’re at the same course, the more insecure we become. Let’s face it, longevity is the exception rather than the rule in our business—and the stress continues to mount.

On the surface, from a stress factor point of view, those at public courses would seem to be better off than those at private courses. Taking direction from one person certainly involves less pressure than from a committee. Also, there has to be some consolation in knowing that the individual public course golfer has no direct influence on your job. But this is all guesswork, and the difference in stress between the public and the private course superintendent is probably minimal.

Possibly what we need is to rethink how we approach our jobs—not the individual tasks that comprise our overall responsibility, but how we react to those demands placed on us by work and family.

It is said that to give thought to anything other than what we are doing at the present moment is to cheat ourselves of that moment. Who among us has time to waste? Carry this over into our personal lives, and I’ll bet we’ve lost more than we care to admit. It takes effort to make each moment count, to forget about our personal lives and total energy into the job when on the job, and to forget about the job when playing with our kids or enjoying some moment of pleasure.

Experts claim that outside pursuits are crucial to neutralize stress. But finding one that takes time, usually more than we think we have. When you think about the stress-induced alternatives—ulcers, heart attacks, strained or broken marriages, burnout—you’d think we’d jump at any straw that reduced stress and offered a chance at a balanced life. Most of us don’t. We race along in our old routines, working golf and playing golf.

Those of us who have taken the time and the effort deserve everyone’s sincere admiration. Those of us who won’t take the time or expend the effort can add another adjective to masochistic—martyr. But, unless you’re Catholic and 200+ years old, that won’t get you a plug (nickel or sod).

Meeting Schedule 1986
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Net leaders at Swan Creek were Stan Lawson with 74–14 for a 60, Tom Walsh with 83–21 for 62, and George Renault with 83–16 for 67. Nick Vance led the gross division with his 71, trailed by Tom Regan with 74 and Jef Yingling with 78. Third round of the 1986 event will be played July 8 at Eisenhower Golf Course.